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Easy Riders—Walter Loeser, aged 98 and youngster Kurt Neuhaus, aged 90. There is
hope for us all …….
Courtesy of the Old Fogies Calendar
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With the forecast giving wet and windy, and darkness
falling, our band of intrepid explorers met once more
at the Magna Carta pub to face whatever
supernatural forces could throw at us.

This second walk took in different places and stories,
and was as good as the walk on the 3rd November
2016.

Did we have fun? Yes we did….
Did we see any ghosts?....Well, there
is a a story going around that the lady
who led the walk was born in the 12th
Century, but that couldn’t be true……
Or could it?
Thanks to the Ladies of Harley, and
especially to Bonny Wallis, for organising the event.

The Ride-Out to the Iron Horse Ranch House was an opportunity for me to get started on my training with the
Chapter to become a Road Captain. Strangely something that has got me quite nervous which is a bit bizarre
considering the career that I followed at sea. Driving and parking ships of various sizes and with various dangerous cargoes on board seems much easier!
For this ride I was to be the TEC (Tail-end Charlie) and duly arrived at the WAVE in good time to start fulfilling
those duties. First things first, get people to sign the Ride-Out Sheet. With everyone milling around, drinking tea
or coffee and having perhaps a crafty bacon bun I quickly lost track of who had signed and who hadn’t. Who
would have thought that could be so difficult! I did consider doing what I would have done on a ship and with
much shouting and gesticulating make everyone stand up against the fence in a nice neat line until they had
signed the sheet—but you’ll be relieved to hear I didn’t!
The ride set off and I had a great view of the line of bikes heading off down the road for what was a pleasant and
uneventful ride to the Iron Horse Ranch House—except when the Sweeper and I got separated from the pack at a
set of traffic lights and had the joy of catching up again.
After we have all sampled the delights of the menu at the Ranch House, the Head Road Captain, John Gossage,
suggested that I might like to lead the ride back to the Holdingham Roundabout. Now admittedly this would
entail a fairly straightforward run up the A15, however I was still rather anxious about it—heck, what would happen if I found myself all on my own with everyone else heading goodness only knows where? Or worse?
Anyway, I tried to remember all the advice I had been given—and immediately forgot—and we set off north
again.
Second Man drop off is a well established method of keeping the pack together, however it seems very odd when
you have to signal someone to drop off, and there is that moment of worry that the person behind you might not

see your signal….
Fortunately we all arrived at the ride’s end as a pack and without losing anyone. Thank you to you all for bearing
with me and now its onwards and upwards towards leading my first proper ride-out at the end of April. Perhaps
it will just be me there ……..

Well I joined the Lindum Colonia UK Chapter officially in January 2017 having attended meetings in September,
October and November of 2016, none had included Harley Riding…
I won the raffle on a couple of occasions, enjoyed a warm welcome on
every occasion, so found the two hour round trip to go there worth while.
I was looking forward to the first Chapter ride-out with anticipation, many
friends had said I would not like the rules on club rides, or “it takes the
fun out of it”, but I kept an open mind and looked forward to an open
road.
I watched the weather all week and yes Sunday morning came. I laid
awake watching the clock then 8am I was up 8.30am bike fired up on the
drive gear on and off to the WAVE… where ever that was it only dawned
on me the night before I had no Idea where it was, well a general direction another hour or so ride away from
home to start the riding day and I was up for that.

I arrived suitably early to find Paul parked up ready with pot of tea, no his pot of tea I had to get my own……
The large car park slowly began to fill with Harleys and Lindum Chapter patches.
Friendly faces, smiles, chatter and a general buzz of expectation. Then the road
captain asked if I had ridden with them before; I said no; he asked if I knew about
the second man drop off….. “errrm no was my reply”… here we go I thought now I
will get the chat on rules and regulations of club riding…… well I was told between
bites of a bacon buttie that basically, and this is how I heard it—it was put far
more eloquently than this—there is this bloke at the front. You all follow that
bloke. The first man rides on his left. When the bloke at the front makes a turn he
may hold his hand in the air and point to where you have to stop. You stop and basically point the way for
everyone else until the bloke at the back gets close and you drop back in line in front of him and this goes on
until you get back to the front on the left. That’s it that’s all the rules, other than keeping safe distance and
sticking to speed limits, that it that’s all there is!.
Then the bikes fired up , bang on 11am the set off time. No messing we were on time there was no hanging
around waiting. Well so far rules ok and punctual to a fault excellent all was going really well. 24 Harleys all
running sat waiting to go sounded great, felt great and then setting off up the road. Well what can I say all the
cold wet winter days, work and worries were blown away before I hit third gear!! Fantastic!!!!! I could go on
forever but the basics I feel I need to get across in my feelings of my ‘Primum Equitare’ are I didn’t have to think
about directions, the pace was good not too slow not too fast very, very enjoyable, very friendly happy group. The
rules as my friend put it that would spoil the ride……… well most of them are common sense and when you get
dropped off it gives you chance to see everyone ride past the noise and waves and then join the back and see the
line of Harleys turning heads and looking great, every part a Harley Chapter.
To get all those Harleys to the same destination in a group well what can I say an achievement in itself, many
thanks to the Road Captains for their hard work making it all come together.
It was my first, I can guarantee you it will not be my last, Chapter run.
I hope to be more involved with the planning and maybe even get to be one of ‘the blokes’ as time moves on.

On the 11th March we held a meeting
at Woodcocks attended by Chapter
Road Captains and Road Marshals.

The meeting was chaired by Head
Road Captain John Gossage, and was
a good opportunity to discuss any
issues which came about following
last seasons rides.
In particular we were mindful that

with increasing membership and attendance at our events, it follows that our
rideouts should be equally popular. We certainly hope so!
We were able to identify a few areas where some consistency can be applied,
hopefully to help the rides progress smoothly and safely.
Following the meeting we had a ride where we tried to put into practice what we
had talked about!
All in all a useful exercise and thanks to John for organising it and to Neil Hodgson
and Chris Thorpe who reviewed the Group Riding notes.
Lets get some riding done, and remember:
Miles Means Smiles!
Steve Wallis

The following article is reproduced from the Advanced Rider Magazine by Ken Rose, NO. LOA
“I have noticed recently that there seems to be a misunderstanding regarding the rules of braking.
Some think it’s alright to adopt the racing method by trailing the brakes into a corner. This is OK
for Valetino Rossi and his GP and Superbike pals, but not for riding on the dubious highways of
Great Britain.
Others have adopted “comfort braking” where the brake light illuminates as a result of one or
both levers being applied, but no reduction in speed is evident. There are some that adopt secondary braking, this means when the brakes are reapplied after the gear is selected, this is
caused by not having judged the severity of a bend at the information phase.
When it comes to what we used to call the System of Motorcycle Control or what we must now
regard as IPSGA, braking forms an important part of the “Speed” phase. There may be times
when a small reduction in speed will not necessitate the use of the brakes, and adjustment to the
throttle will suffice to achieve this, even just selecting a lower gear may be sufficient.
There will, however, often be times when the use of the brakes is necessary. The correct application of the brakes is paramount to an advanced rider and an important factor to safe riding.
When braking is required it must come before the selection of the gear, although a brake/gear
overlap is OK so long as it is done just before the brakes are released.
Braking should always be started in good time and should generally be firm and progressive but
not fierce. Fierce braking will lead to premature wear of the tyres and brake pads and is liable to
cause a skid on a wet road.
Bearing this in mind the following rules for braking should be observed:
Brake when travelling in a straight line and the machine is upright, use both brakes in conjunction with the gearbox. This means you must brake in plenty of time for whatever hazard you are
approaching, this will avoid secondary braking…. (continued over)

Vary brake pressure according to the road surface and weather conditions. Brake firmly on a
coarse firm and dry section of road and reduce brake pressure on loose or slippery surfaces.
This calls for continual observation and appreciation of the roads surface.
When descending a steep winding hill, maintain firm braking on straight stretches, easing off in
the bends. If in an emergency, you must brake on a bend use the rear brake only, but as lightly
as possible. Remember the value of engaging a low gear at an early stage in the descent.
Avoid using the front brake when the machine is banked over, turning, on wet cambered surfaces or where the surface is loose, greasy, icy, highly polished or covered with leaves.
On a good dry surface, and for straight ahead braking, the distribution of the total braking force
applied for a given situation and to obtain the minimum stopping distance is about 75% to the
front wheel and 25% to the rear. On an otherwise good road surface that is wet, maximum deceleration is achieved with a distribution of 50% front 50% rear. A lot of modern machinery takes
care of this for us with linked braking systems. Anti-Blockier System (ABS) is not an aid to braking, but to steering as it is impossible to change the direction of a locked wheel. ABS, by repeatedly releasing the wheel just as it approaches lock-up, avoids the wheel locking up and therefore
a skid, this enables the motorcycle to be steered.
The way we apply the brakes is also very important, they should be applied progressively, that is
to say, gently at first increasing pressure as we need, to achieve the slower speed or stop as required. The brakes should also be progressively released to achieve a smooth reduction in
speed. If we are coming to a full stop then the very last part of braking should be with the rear
brake only.
So why is this so important? What are we trying to achieve?
It’s important because, as advanced riders, we should always be as smooth and efficient as possible by correct use of the brakes allied to smooth and progressive acceleration.
We should always attempt to make good progress and by efficient use of the brakes when required we can help to achieve this and maintain a higher speed for longer until forced by the
rules of the road to slow.
We are trying to convert forward motion into another form of energy. Science tells us that energy
cannot be destroyed only changed to another form. So, we need to convert the forward motion of
the motorcycle and us for that matter into another form, that form is heat.
When we apply the brakes the pads impinge on the discs. This causes friction and in turn heat
which is dissipated into the air. As well as the forward motion energy from the engine being
transmitted to the rear wheel it is also stored in the frame and cycle parts of the motorcycle and
the rider has direction, this is kinetic energy which unless converted to another form will want to
continue on its original path.
A simple experiment can show us this kinetic energy exists, making sure it’s perfectly safe apply
the brakes firmly until you almost stop then let them off sharply, you will notice that your machine
speeds up without any use of the throttle, this is the energy stored in the machine continuing on
its course.
Correct and efficient braking is as important to advanced riding as acceleration, gear changing or
any other facet of riding a motorcycle, and when done correctly can be as rewarding as the perfect overtake, or taking a series of bends text book perfectly.”

The story continues….
The next day dawned fine, and we were off to Gothenburg in Sweden, a journey of 215 miles...
... but not before we had purloined some grub from the breakfast bar to make up a quick sandwich each in case the Road Captain missed out on lunch – which happened every now and then.

Ah... the Road Captains. Of the four, three were agents of their own frustration.
We had been given a very forthright briefing by Geert, our leader, in Amsterdam, to the effect that if you are caught breaking
the speed limit in mainland Europe, police forces don’t send you a letter in four weeks time, they fine you, on the spot, in cash.
Failing that, they accompany you to an ATM machine and, failing that, impound your bike. So many of us were careful , including us – after all, we were riding on the wrong side of the road, using “klicks” and KPH, both unfamiliar units of measurement.
But three of the four Road Captains had a cavalier attitude to the speed limits, which meant that the ride fractured for each of
them as they road blithely up the road, leading to more drop offs and more hanging around for folks to catch up... and we’re
not talking 5 minutes. On one occasion, when we, and several other riders, arrived at a roundabout there was no marker, so we
headed straight on, to witness two of our party, waving, heading in the opposite direction on the other carriageway. They had
waited for 30 minutes, and seeing no one, had tried to retrace their steps in order to find a sweeper – which they did. But he
wasn’t at all pleased.
Now we began to encounter some trickier roads. Lakes, rivers and
fjords. Not for us the main roads and motorways! Loo stops, fuelling, and lunch stops take on a new significance when there are four
groups of 24 bikes travelling the same route. In effect we needed
four different times to stop, or four different locations for each
group, and it didn’t always work out. To be fair, the scale of the operation was immense, 11 hotel bookings for 140 people, ferries for 94
bikes, devising and recceing the route, all the support and luggage
crew, and all volunteers. And this was their fifth Posse Ride.
With yet another Road Captain at the front, and a new mix of people in the group, we soon began to discover some
“personalities” amongst us... The Americans who never wore protective clothing save for chaps (which, of course, have a big
hole over the very bit of your carcase which slides down the road if you come off; the Lebanese “Princess” – whose picture we
were not allowed to post on Facebook – and her man, who stopped at every national border and got off their bike to have their
picture taken by his friend – even in the middle of a motorway; the Aussies and Kiwis; the Indonesians who did it by car because one had been injured shortly before the tour, and couldn’t ride. 10 nationalities in all.
The fine weather stayed with us and our hotel, the 4 star Novotel, had a surface car park (praise be!),
right by the waterside. At every overnight stop, the team gave out presents to every rider, and so it was
that a well fed and lubricated posse gathered by order in their official embroidered denim shirts, received
horned Viking helmets for the men, and something similar for the women, but with built in blonde
plaits. And much photography ensued – to the amusement of the locals.

Now off to bed. Tomorrow we were to ride the tricky stuff back into Denmark via a short ferry from Helsingborg, and onwards to our second rest day in Copenhagen.
185 miles, and a short ferry ride today to take us back into Denmark. So far, we had managed four currencies – Euros, Danish
Krones, Norwegian Krone, and Swedish Krona, and we discovered that the first two bought much more beer than the others.
But we needed to be careful that we didn’t finish up with weighty pockets full of coins of dubious use at home. The south west
part of Sweden is less mountainous, but offers views of fertile farmlands, white, sandy beaches, forests and lakes, together with
castles, manors, medieval churches and beautiful gardens.
The short ferry ride from Helsingborg, landed us close to the site of Shakespeare’s Hamlet – Helsingør, and a meeting with the
local Chapter who were to guide us along the picturesque coast to their clubhouse and bar underneath the local dealership for
fraternal imbibing and then on to our hotel. The dealer had been reluctant to open on a Saturday afternoon, but when he saw
the quantity of tee shirts and other stuff bought, he had a very happy smile on his face...
The following day was another of choices – ride with the local chapter, or do that tourist thing in the city. We chose the latter,
and having done the research, caught the local bus into the city wearing our wets over civvies – it was raining again! The weath-

er really did put a damper on everything. Too wet to wander the Tivoli Gardens and the ancient streets, so we took to the hop
on – hop off bus to take us around the city. It was pouring when we neared the famous “Little Mermaid” so we stayed on the
bus! Never mind...later a break in the weather allowed us to take a boat tour of the city’s waterways and we saw her from the
boat.
Next day it was time to head southwards, to Poland and beyond, but first, we needed to reach our midday ferry for the seven
hour voyage. Riding first through the 2.5 mile Drogden tunnel to reach the artificial island of Peberholm, and then onto the 5
mile Øresund Bridge towards Malmö, once more in Sweden. Skirting that city, we arrived at Ystad, and the ferry to
Swinoujscie, and a 9 mile run to the hotel at Mieszyzdroje. So 80 miles by bike, and 118 miles across the Baltic Sea.
Our road book informed us that, because of the timetable for the day, we would eat “a gargantuan buffet” on the boat, and so it
was that ordinary mortals were excluded from the buffet until we had finished. And it was gargantuan, and we were hungry.
Sadly for the EPR crew, by the time they reached the head of the queue, we had pretty well scoffed the lot... and it was really
good. That night we were told off. All of us!
Mieszyzdroje is a seaside resort, and as the sun was waning, 94 Harleys rode
at parade pace, in staggered formation while the local population watched,
cheered and waved. After squeezing our bikes into the secured, fenced car
park, we headed for the bar and from there to a raised deck looking out over
the Amber Coast, watching as the sun dipped below the horizon, and its place
was taken by illuminated hot air lanterns, launched from the beach. A wonderful evening was had by all. I’d love to go back again...
Day 11, July 12th, and we were set to ride half the length of Poland due south, then turn due west to finish up in Cottbus, a trip of
233 miles – and what miles! The briefing warned us to take it easy on the village roads that we were to take, through some of
the most stunning scenery we had encountered. At every village boundary, the modern, smooth metalled road disappeared to
be replaced by the old cobbled stone sets with mud at each side, and, boy, were they rough! The whole bike, nay, your whole
body, shook violently. So violently, that you had to be careful not to clench your teeth for fear of damaging them, and an empty
bladder was a considerable advantage. This was to take its toll eventually...but not until the following day.
Eventually, Cottbus, on the very eastern margin of Germany between Berlin and Dresden, and the Radisson Blue Hotel beckoned... Thank goodness... however... that night we were warned to get plenty of sleep, because we would be briefing, without
breakfast, from 05.30 and riding out together, all 94 bikes at 06.00. It was “The Monster Ride”... 354 miles and the forecast was
for rain!
Down for coffee at 05.30, briefing at 05.45 and all 94 bikes in one group riding out together before breakfast... 354 miles south,
across the remainder Of Germany, the whole of the Czech Republic and heading for Bratislava in Slovakia. And to end the day a
“Monster Party” at the Bratislava Harley Dealer at 19.30... If we’d known what was to come, we’d have taken the bus!
The ride started well, and after an hour’s riding we had a picnic breakfast, prepared by the hotel, before setting off in our new
groups... Our road book describes the route thus:“... a very long road... We traverse Moravia, and Silesia, and East Bohemia. The past comes to life with rock cities, ancient stud
farms, proud royal castles and lovely chateaux, charming gardens, impregnable fortresses and whimsical summer palaces. You’ll
stumble across old villages and towns, many unchanged since medieval times...”
Our road captain was pushing on, and some folks took the opportunity to overtake within the group – which was allowed. Inevitably, the groups split, which made fuel stops and comfort breaks rather longer than they should have been... which led to a
further increase in speed.
Then we hit serious traffic with the bikes threatening to overheat. These were
single carriageways with significant commercial traffic which made filtering
very hairy indeed. Slight reroutes made things better ... eventually, but about
two hours had been lost. Our group gathered for a further briefing – the decision had been taken to divert to the motorways, because, otherwise, we wouldn’t make the hotel on time, and the bus which was to take us to the party and
our evening meal. Just to add a little spice, the weather looked threatening
now, so we donned our wets, remembering our Belgian experience.
We pushed on hard, then the heavens opened. It rained so hard we could hardly see, and it was cold rain, so I began to steam up inside my visor in addition. We slowed down to 110 clicks - 70mph. We
could just see each other, but the bikes in front, and the bikes behind disappeared. It was hairy! The rain beat us about the head

and body quite painfully...
Our helmet radios have always been a real boon, so we could enjoy riding, but chat
at the same time. Now, for the first time, they became vital...
B: “Can you hear me? My sat-nav just came off. I’m holding it in my hand”Me: “ Put
it in your pocket or in your lap!” B: “I can’t, the wire’s too short!”Me: “OK we’ll pull
onto the hard shoulder and I’ll leg i t back up to you...”
In the torrential rain, that’s just what we did, and discovered that the sat-nav was
still mounted on the back plate, but the back plate had pulled away from its screws,
leaving the brass inserts intact and two of the insert mounts had shattered – the
result of all the vibration the day before. Stashing the broken sat-nav into a saddle
bag, we were just about to pull out again, when the sweeper turned up, so we explained what had happened and got back up to
speed as quickly as we could. The rain and wind were just as bad... (At this point, I should explain another of the unique facets
of EPR riding protocol... 2nd man drops were also made on motorways... “Don’t worry”, they said. “If the Police bother you just
tell them that you have a problem with your bike, but that help is on the way!” Hmmmm...
And that is how we came across a bike with its emergency flashers running, and a very wet figure standing at its side gesturing
to leave the motorway. We waved, felt sorry for him, took the escape road and found that it led directly back onto the same
road within 200 metres. And as we pulled back on, the sweeper passed in front of us... alone! We pressed on, and eventually
became aware of a tail light ahead of us, and then another in front of that. It was Michael and Marianne a couple from Germany... but where was the sweeper? We decided to drop in behind them and carried on. The exact routes for each day’s ride had
not been published in advance to stop us from putting them in our sat-navs, but we did know the hotels, and, thanks to B’s
advance preparations, and they were loaded up, so I dialled up the Linder Gallery Central in Bratislava, Slovakia. Now, at least
we could get there independent of the other EPR riders. But where was the sweeper? And what of that wet, lonely figure at the
side of the motorway?
We pressed on until two bikes came up behind us, at speed – it was the Lebanese “Princess” with her man, and his mate, who
shot to the front, gestured for us to follow, and then there were six. Eventually, after many miles at speed, the sat-nav directed
us off the motorway, and we started the hairy business of making our way through yet another unfamiliar city. And as we did
so, became aware of a phalanx of riders some way behind us. Another of the groups had caught up with us!
Eventually, we reached the hotel where the support crew and hotel staff directed us into the underground car park, where we
expected to see the groups in front of us parked up – but there was no-one there... and as the following riders arrived, we realised that, not only were we the first, but the riders behind us comprised our road captain, other members of our group, and the
sweeper! And to this day, no one has worked out how that happened. (The lonely, wet figure on the motorway? One of the other sweepers had picked him up... eventually)
A quick change, into the coach and off to the H-D dealership, and what a place it was. As previously, we devoured tee shirts and
accessories like a flight of hungry locusts, but were totally unprepared for what awaited next. This dealership had a fully fledged
log cabin style bar, and a buffet/BBQ eatery... there was a veritable mountain of glorious, free food, and lots and lots of excellent beer, and a rock band; a fitting end to a momentous day. We were so tired that, having eaten and drunk our fill, we took a
cab back to the hotel for some extra well deserved sleep. We needed it ...
The following day was spent at leisure in Bratislava having taken a tram into the medieval city centre, a glorious place. We
could have ridden with the local chapter, or ridden into Hungary to a special winery, but we were happy just to leave the bikes
alone for a day. And the sunshine returned...
Almost on the last lap now, only two days’ riding to go, but the trickiest roads of
them all. In this area, countries cluster together, so Slovakia, Slovenia, Hungary
and Austria are all very close to each other. So, leaving Bratislava, its amazing
castle, and the blue Danube behind, we headed into Austria and Carinthia where
we had spent some time riding the alpine roads on our return from the 2013 H-D
110th Birthday Celebrations in Rome. But this time we bypassed the Klagenfurt
dealership and conquered mountain passes instead – Semmering, Klippitztörl,
and Wurzen Passes, and skirting Fak-Am-See, site of the famous rally, and Villach where we had put our bikes on the train three years earlier en route to Düsseldorf. We were happy to wave the faster riders past us so that we could concentrate on staying upright – not everyone did - as
we navigated untold hairpins paved with cobbles and sets, steep slopes, and phenomenal views - when we had time to look at
them, eventually dropping into the north west corner of Slovenia and the Kompass Hotel in the stunning Kranjska Gora (gorge)

with huge mountains looking over us in the fading light. They only had two types
of beer, blonde or brown and in bottles, so we drank them dry! 267 very hairy
miles.
And so to the last official EPR day’s riding... only 192 miles but this is where we
got to ride over the Julian Alps, and the Dolomites, where I’ve wanted to ride
since starting biking in 1994. The Vršič Pass (1611 metres above sea level at its
peak) looks like a child’s scribble on a map – if you haven’t done it so far, you’ll
find it worthwhile to Google all the places and passes in this story for both info
and maps – and the scenery is simply beyond my powers of description – staggering mountains frame this military
road, built by the Russians in WW1 to move tanks and supplies. We let the quick
ones pass, and, talking each other through some of the most difficult curves I’ve
ever experienced, we made it safely round all 51 cobbled hairpins, taking care to
avoid the sunken area of cobbles on the inside of each turn. Not everyone did... On
into Italy via Passo Del Predil (1150m), another squiggle with a glorious lake, Sella
Nevea (1190m) and Passo Della Mauria (1300), two more testing squiggles without
one!
But the most dangerous was the last... access controlled by traffic lights given its
narrowness, the 10.5 mile San Boldo Pass beat them all. Feeling slightly nervous, we lined up to be told to remove our sunglasses as the tunnels we were about to ride through had no lighting. This was an interesting instruction as I was just wearing my
ordinary glasses which have photochromic lenses which turn dark in sunlight, and it was very sunny... “Take them off then...”,
“But then I can’t see!” ... “Push them down your nose...”
In one sense, this is a very good road, asphalted and smooth, but actually, the most dangerous of them all, as, because it’s so
steep there wasn’t enough room for all the hairpins, so 6 of the 18 were inside unilluminated, rough hewn, narrow tunnels
which were not only steep but turned 180 degrees whilst inside. I looked down just once. That was enough... and then, talking
each other through each turn again – and I admit to talking myself through the turns so as to maintain concentration, we conquered it in once piece. Not everyone did.
And finally, we arrived at Relais Monaco Hotel, Treviso, (just 30 miles north of Venice) entering the grounds through an avenue
of grape vines. What a stunning place! 5 Star accommodation, spar, outside pool with loungers and gazebos and, joy of joys, the
weather was glorious and hot! We also beheld the casualties from the San Boldo Pass. A number of riders and passengers came
to grief in the tunnels and caught the rough rock walls... bandaged and bleeding hands and knees and a couple of minor breaks.
But the bikes were an even sadder sight. I’ve never seen Glides with flattened engine bars, broken bags, and fairing lowers just
torn away before. As they were hire bikes, some deposits lost and excesses to be paid!
No time to hang about though...shower, change and onto the bus for a quick trip to this evening’s party – held at an artificially
created beach resort by a lake. Plenty of BBQ, beer and a great blues band too... Sad to say, when the thrash metal band came
on, we beat a hasty retreat and caught the first bus back to peace and luxury...
The following day was an opportunity to visit Venice – you can neither ride nor drive to it, you have to get a train or bus then a
water taxi. Having spent a week there a few years back, we decided just to chill out and spend our time in the sun, by, and in,
the pool... we advised our fellow posse riders not to drink coffee in one of the sumptuous restaurants in St Mark’s Square - £13
per cup on our last visit – and settled down to doing nothing. It was simply wonderful!
In the evening, we had the closing ceremony, meal and party and, we were delighted to be
invited to become honorary Aussies for the evening, spending our last night together with
friends we had made. A bittersweet occasion... we had been through so much together.
We had booked an extra night’s stay at Relay Monaco, so, the following morning we started
to say our fond farewells ... and watch the packed car park slowly empty before we headed
out to Treviso for some exploration – a delightful place, lovely weather, and great food. We
love Italy...
On our return, only the team remained, the car park all but empty. They had their final
dinner together, and we dined quietly apart. We got to bed early... tomorrow the final part
of our adventure was to start, and this time, the routes, the destinations and the timetables
were all ours. Little did we know that our adventures were by no means over….

Chapter Planned Events Calendar
April

May

2nd

Sunday

Ride-Out

Ride-out: Hornsea

A

13th

Thursday

19:30 Woodcocks

N/A

17th

Monday

Chapter
Meeting
Ride-Out

Ride-out: The Rutland TT

A

22nd

Saturday

Ride-Out

A

30th

Sunday

Ride-Out

Ride-out: Joint BBQ and Sportster Sickness
Event at Robin Hood H-D
Ride out: Hartington and Surprise View

11th

Thursday

Chapter
Meeting

N/A

14th

Sunday

Ride-Out

19:30 Woodcocks
We will have a visit from Mark Rzedzian of
Harley-Davidson Insurance Services who is
their Business Development Manager to talk
about Insurance
Ride-out: The Northants Villages

Tuesday

16

June

th

A

Merv Pettifor

Evening ride-out: TBA

S

TBA

Ride-out: Something in Norfolk

A

21st

Sunday

28th

Sunday

Ride-Out

Ride-out: Victoria Bikers Pub

A

4th

Sunday

Ride-Out

Ride-out: Tan Hill Inn

L

8

th

Scotter Classic Car Night

N/A

Tony
Waldron
Neil
Hodgson
Paul
Redhead
N/A

Chapter
Meeting
Lincoln Bike
Fest
Evening RideOut
Ride-Out

19:30 Woodcocks

N/A

N/A

Lincoln Bike Festival on the Brayford, Lincoln
Evening ride-out: Lancaster Bomber Night

N/A

N/A

S

TBA

A

Steve Wallis

Friday

Yellow Belly
Melee

Meet up with Hogsback Chapter and ride in
to Arties Mill, Brigg

Saturday

Yellow Belly
Melee

L

Paul
Redhead

A

Steve Wallis

Tues/Wed

Thursday

11th

Sunday

14th

Tuesday

18th

Sunday

23

rd

24th

John
Gossage
Paul
Redhead
Martin
Honey
N/A

A

Evening RideOut
Ride-Out

6/7th

Nicky
Robson
N/A

Ride-out: Ely

Evening Meal and Band
Mass Ride-Out to Goathland and Whitby
Late Risers Ride to Lincolnshire Wolds and
East Kirkby
Evening Hog Roast

25th

Sunday

Yellow Belly
Melee

Band and Fancy Dress
Wind-up and Farewell

N/A

N/A

Please Note that published events are subject to change at short notice. For latest information please see
the Website and Facebook pages shown on the front page of the magazine

Lindum Colonia UK
Chapter
Monthly Meetings

Are you an active member, the kind who will be missed?
Or are you just contented that your name is on the list?

Woodcocks
Burton Lane End
Saxilby Road
Lincoln
LN1 2BE

Do you attend the rides and mingle with our crowd?
Or turn up not too often and moan both long and loud.

Meetings are held every second Thursday of
each month from
7:30pm onwards

Do you give suggestions when the chapter looks kind of sick?
Or leave that to others and complain about the clique.

Come along and meet
other members—the
evenings are friendly
and relaxed. Food is
available to order at
the bar.

Do you take an active part to help the chapter along?
Or are you the type that's content to just belong?

When the rides are scheduled and all the planning's done.
Do you put your thoughts aside and join in all the fun?
So attend the chapter regularly and help with hand on heart.
Instead of being just a member, take pride in taking part.
So think it over members, are you right or wrong?
Are you an active member, or do you just belong?

New and prospective
members are welcome
to come along and
join in.
Raffle tickets are sold
each week for a variety
of prizes—all funds
raised are donated to
the Chapter’s chosen
Charity.
If you have any prizes
suitable for inclusion
in future raffles,
please bring them
along with you.

What ever can they mean?
Clearly the vessels’ owners have taken no account of the humour of the average Brit!

International Security Level Briefing
…….With all due credit to John Cleese

The English are feeling the pinch in relation to recent terrorist threats and have therefore raised
their security level from “Miffed” to “Peeved.” Soon, though, security levels may be raised yet
again to “Irritated” or even “A Bit Cross”.
The English have not been “A Bit Cross” since the blitz in 1940 when tea supplies nearly ran
out.
Terrorists have been re-categorized from “Tiresome” to “A Bloody Nuisance”. The last time the
British issued a “Bloody Nuisance” warning level was in 1588, when threatened by the Spanish
Armada.
The Scots have raised their threat level from “Pissed Off” to “Let’s Get the Bastards”. They
don’t have any other levels. For this reason they have been used on the front line of the British
army for the last 300 years.

The French Government announced yesterday that it has raised its terror alert level from “Run”
to “Hide”. The only two higher levels in France are “Collaborate” and “Surrender”. The rise was
precipitated by a recent fire that destroyed France’s white flag factory, effectively paralyzing the
country’s military capability.
The Italians have increased the alert level from “Shout Loudly and Excitedly” to “Elaborate Military Posturing”. Two more levels remain: “Ineffective Combat Operations” and “Change
Sides”.

The Germans have increased their alert state from “Disdainful Arrogance” to “Dress in Uniform and Sing Marching Songs”. They also have two higher levels: “Invade a Neighbour” and
“Lose”.
Belgians, on the other hand, are all on holiday as usual; the only threat they are worried about is
NATO pulling out of Brussels.
The Spanish are all excited to see their new submarines ready to deploy. These beautifully designed subs have glass bottoms so the new Spanish navy can get a really good look at the old
Spanish navy.
The Australians, meanwhile, have raised their security level from “No worries” to “She’ll be
right, Mate”. Two more escalation levels remain: “Crikey! I think we’ll need to cancel the barbie this weekend!” and “The barbie is canceled”. So far no situation has ever warranted use of
the final escalation level.

